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colour trending

Sweet Like 
Chocolate
In a delicious display of decadent 
style, runways this season were 
slathered in smooth chocolate 
coloured designs sure to tantalise 
the most dormant sweet tooth.

HUSBAND and husband team Jeffrey 
Costello and Robert Tagliapietra translated 
their own personal style into the latest Costello 
Tagliapietra collection this season. Plaid printed 
silk dresses and earthy tones, coupled with the 
brand’s signature drapery skills, played into a 
grounded and almost understated selection of 
pieces. The short sleeve cashmere overcoat in a 
colour similar to Resene Drumbeat was expertly 
layered over a printed silk top to give just the 
right amount of lumberjack connotation 
without removing the femininity of the overall 
look.

Trussardi paid close attention to the essentials 
this season, chasing a utilitarian approach to 
design, with militaristic silhouettes and the crisp 
shine of fresh leather. The show encompassed a 
varied palette of brown and neutral tones with 
the mid calf length coat exuding an element 
of sexy elegance as it combines traditional cuts 
with more seductive fabric choices. In a colour 
similar to Resene Sambuca the coat looks warm 
and inviting, perfect for the upcoming cooler 
months.

With an overarching sense of experimentation 
and playfulness, the latest collection from 
Salvatore Ferragamo stuck to its design 
philosophy and produced a minimalist range 
featuring strong, graphic lines. The rib-knit 
poncho, similar in colour to Resene Peanut, was 
described as a Slinky due to the way it bounced 
while walking down the runway. Creative 
director, Massimiliano Giornetti has steered the 
Ferragamo brand away from its earlier glitzy 
aesthetic to a more modern and controlled 
offering without stepping over the line of too 
conservative.

Inspired by Stevie Nicks’ Polaroid self-
portraits from the mid 70s, Reem Acra 
showcased a selection of gorgeous gowns 
ready for the red carpet. “Nicks is a woman 
that I relate to. When I started putting things 
together, it came easy. I didn’t have to think 
about it much,” said Acra.

The whole collection was a testament to 
the fun and vibrant nature of Nicks, featuring 
delicate jewels, ruffled skirts and intricate lace. 
These three elements can be seen in the almost 
ornate looking dress coupled with a rocking 
dark chocolate leather jacket similar in colour to 
Resene Dark Ginger. Acra described her work 
as magical, simply thanking Nicks’ bewitching 
effect. 
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